
CONFIRMATION

We herewith confirm that following company has successfully passed a

contractual quality audit based on Siemens instruction P_1033 for the

manufacturing of SIVACON S8 low voltage switchgear assemblies at the

mentioned location.

ATS NV

Deinsesteenweg 75

9770 Kruisem

Day

2021-04-06

Auditor:

Anthony Mertens

Partner:

Ignace Lecompte



Partner data

Partner name: ATS NV

Name: Ignace Lecompte

Partner ID: 0027

Project title: 1010-1809-0047 - Solutia - MCC610

Street: Deinsesteenweg 75

City: 9770 Kruisem

Auditor: Anthony Mertens

Company contact person: Head of Engineering

Day: 2021-04-06

Partner type: tau

Overall result: 100%



Basic data

B.3 Does the quality of copper raw material meet the specified requirements? Can this be effectively verified?

(8PT102 / 8PQ9800-1AA56):



B.5 Are the SIEMENS switching devices prescribed in the documentation being used? Otherwise, is an

authorization given by SIEMENS?: 







B.6 Are all necessary parts for screwed connections being used and executed with the demanded tightening

torques as shown in production list 8PT108 / 8PQ9800-1AA53?: 







B.7 Are validated, calibrated torque spanners used?: 





B.8 Does the partner configure, calculate and manufacture based on current software version?: 





B.9 Is there authorized access to extranet-partner-link and therewith knowledge about exclusive information from

Siemens (https://extranet.w3.siemens.com)?: 

https://extranet.w3.siemens.com/ic/lmv/de/SIVACON-s8-partner/Pages/Default.aspx


Processes - (100%)



5.3 Is the calibration status of the measuring and test equipment centrally recorded?:

Corrective actions:

It seems that calibration of this shown tool (refer to attached 5th picture) is meanwhile invalid already since

nearly 2! years!? Please clarify it really!

Responsibility:

Anthony Mertens

Timeframe:

2021-04-30

 







7.2 Are the customers provided with all the necessary documents for operation, installation and maintenance? (IEC

61439-1; point 6.2 => reference: 8PT2224 / 8PQ9800-1AA46): 





Production requirements - (100%)



8.1 Are all screw joints realized correctly (according specifications in document 8PQ9800-1AA53) and under use of

required standard parts (listed in document 8PQ9800-1AA57)?:

Corrective actions:

It seems that you use especially according 2nd picture "yellow-chromated" screws!? Please use in future "blue-

chromated" screw-materials only. Our suggestion is based on requirement given by European union 2005

already. It's measure to reduce environmental damage by electrolytic lead.

Responsibility:

Anthony Mertens

Timeframe:

2022-02-27

 







8.3 Are all enclosure parts connected to the grounding system?:

Corrective actions:

Please let me refer to attached 5th picture and follow suggestions on it. Before finalization of FCB1-panels and

their delivery please pay attention that required internal IP-protection level (IPXXB) is realized.

Responsibility:

Anthony Mertens

Timeframe:

2021-04-30

 





8.4 Are identification plates and rating plates fitted?: 





8.6 Are the numbers of main and sub conductor reinforcements installed as shown in assembly drawing 8PT603,

8PT604, 8PT605, 8PT14063, 8PQ4000-0AA33, 8PQ4001-0AA14?: 





8.9 Are the connections between busbars and first protective device "short circuit safe"? (refer to catalogue 8PT112

/ 8PQ9800-1AA55): 





Quality tests and inspections - (100%)



9.1 Does realization of cubicles comply with Siemens conditions (configuration software) and/or rules of valid IEC-

standard?:

Corrective actions:

Please let me refer to my comment given under position 8.4 already and here shown pictures 2 and 4. They are

showing same topic but in distinguished realization. Both pictures are showing that requested bending is

realized already on right side of mounting plate but not on left side - why!?

Responsibility:

Anthony Mertens

Timeframe:

2021-04-30

 





9.2 Is it verified according valid standard IEC 61439-1, chapter 11 – routine verification that products

(switchboards) are free of any defects/faults?:



9.7 Is there a dielectric test?:

Corrective actions:

Pictures are showing that test-equipment was calibrated already more than 3 years ago. Please confirm with

help of according test-certificate that last calicration is still valid. Therefore please let me refer to additionally

attached picture to explain this matter.

Responsibility:

Anthony Mertens

Timeframe:

2021-04-30

 





9.9 Is the test status marked on test sheets?: 



9.11 Is there a marking of the test status on screwed joints in connection with copper? (Is a differentiation between

mark "mechanic" and "tester" possible and are 2 different tools for realization and checking of screw joints

used?): 



Corrective actions

This table provides an overview of all corrective actions to be
done.

5.3 It seems that calibration of this shown tool (refer to attached

5th picture) is meanwhile invalid already since nearly 2! years!?

Please clarify it really!

Anthony

Mertens

2021-04-30

8.1 It seems that you use especially according 2nd picture "yellow-

chromated" screws!? Please use in future "blue-chromated"

screw-materials only. Our suggestion is based on requirement

given by European union 2005 already. It's measure to reduce

environmental damage by electrolytic lead.

Anthony

Mertens

2022-02-27

8.3 Please let me refer to attached 5th picture and follow

suggestions on it. Before finalization of FCB1-panels and their

delivery please pay attention that required internal IP-protection

level (IPXXB) is realized.

Anthony

Mertens

2021-04-30

9.1 Please let me refer to my comment given under position 8.4

already and here shown pictures 2 and 4. They are showing

same topic but in distinguished realization. Both pictures are

showing that requested bending is realized already on right side

of mounting plate but not on left side - why!?

Anthony

Mertens

2021-04-30

9.7 Pictures are showing that test-equipment was calibrated already

more than 3 years ago. Please confirm with help of according

test-certificate that last calicration is still valid. Therefore please

let me refer to additionally attached picture to explain this

matter.

Anthony

Mertens

2021-04-30



Further remarks


